
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Seamless Support Solutions
CSS Corp delights the customers of an intelligent network security provider through
comprehensive enterprise technology support

CSS Corp delivers exceptional customer experience and significant cost savings for a large enterprise network 
security provider
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Abstract

About the Client
An intelligent network security solutions providers for organizations of 
all sizes.

A business focused enterprise will treat their customers 
as valued partners. Enterprises that do not value their 
customers will fail to succeed in the long run. 
Customers, on the other hand have become highly 
demanding. Multi-channel support is used by 
customers to avail support; and when they are not 
satisfied with the support, they become detractors. CSS 
Corp provided multi-channel support to a global network 
security company helping the company to delight their 
customers.

The client provides intelligent network security, email security and 
secure mobile access enabling their customers  to dynamically secure 
their global networks. The client had limitations in providing technical 
support to their customers. The client also faced a problem in handling 
technically sophisticated customers (premium customers) who placed 
greater demand on the functionality of the client’s hardware.

With high operational expenditure, the client had a challenge in retaining 
support staff. The client’s customers also complained of downtime.  
Hence the client wanted a support partner who could provide multi 
channel technical support based on the client’s support infrastructure. 

With a  rich experience in providing technical support for enterprise 
networking products and sound soft skills coaching and evaluation 
framework, CSS Corp was mandated to solve the client issues.

CSS Corp implemented Global Priority Support (L2 & L3) to the client. 
This included proactive services with dedicated account management 
and technical resources that helped premium customers realize the 
business benefits faster. 

The support specialists resolved technical issues faster before they 
evolved into bigger problems; which resulted in minimized downtime. 
CSS Corp ensured Return Merchandise Authorization for the client 
ensuring a higher degree of guaranteed quality.

Technical support was provided through voice, web, email, chat and 
remote control for Europe and Middle East Asia ensuring high degree of 
multi-channel support. The technical support specialists continuously 
troubleshot the client’s support software and solved connectivity issues. 
Quality Assurance(QA) of the new firmware during beta testing phase 
was done by the Technical Assistance Centre (TAC) experts as a value 
add. 

Benefits
    deployed 

    projects through dynamic dashboards ensuring zero downtime

    day resulting in delighted customers

For  an intelligent security solutions provider, CSS Corp 
provided superior technical support to technically 
sophisticated customers ensuring superior customer 
experience.

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com


